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1. INTRODUCTION
w xTexture spaces, initially called fuzzy structures, were introduced in 3, 4 .
The motivation was to provide a point set setting for the study of fuzzy
sets, and a detailed account of the relation between fuzzy lattices, fuzzy
w x w x w xsets, L-fuzzy sets 14 , generalized fuzzy sets 20 , and intuitionistic sets 11
on the one hand and various classes of texture space on the other may be
w x Žfound in 5]7 . The notion of a dichotomous topology or ditopology for
. w xshort on a texture space was also introduced in 3 . A fuzzy topology
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corresponds in a natural way to a ditopology on the corresponding texture
w xspace, as we will see below, and the reader is referred to 8 for more
details. There is also a close relation between ditopologies and bitopolo-
w xgies, and this has served to motivate notions of compactness 3]5 and
w xconnectedness 12 .
The aim of this paper is to lay the foundation for a theory of dicovers for
ditopological texture spaces, and use this as the basis for a discussion of
paracompactness and full normality. Here again we will be motivated by
w xbitopological concepts, particularly the theory of dual covers given in 1 .
For the benefit of the reader, and to make the paper reasonably self-
w xcontained, we will begin by recalling some definitions from 3 .
Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. Let S be a set. Then S : P S is called a texturing of
Ž .S, and S, S is called a texture space, or simply a texture, if
Ž . Ž .1 S , : is a complete lattice containing S and B, which has the
property that arbitrary meets coincide with intersections, and finite joins
coincide with unions.
Ž .2 S is completely distributive.
Ž .3 S separates the points of S. That is, given s / s in S, we have1 2
A g S with s g A, s f A, or A g S with s g A, s f A.1 2 2 1
2Ž .A surjection s : S “ S is called a complementation if s P s P for all
Ž . Ž .P g S and P : Q in S implies s Q : s P . A texture with a comple-
mentation is said to be complemented.
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .EXAMPLES 1.2. 1 For any set X, X, P X , p , p A s X _ A is a
Ž .complemented texture space representing the usual crisp set structure
of X.
Ž . Ž x Ž x w x4 ŽŽ x. Ž x2 Let L s 0, 1 , L s 0, r ‹ r g 0, 1 , and l 0, r s 0, 1 y r ,
w x Ž .r g 0, 1 . Then L, L , l is a complemented texture space. It is the texture
w x Ž w x.corresponding to the classical fuzzy lattice 0, 1 see 6 .
Ž . w x w x w x4 w . w x43 For I s 0, 1 define T s 0, t ‹ t g 0, 1 j 0, t ‹ t g 0, 1 ,
Žw .. w . Žw .. w x w x Ž .i 0, t s 0, 1 y t and i 0, t s 0, 1 y t , t g 0, 1 . Again I, T, i is a
complemented texture space.
 4As usual, for s g S, we define P g S by P s F A ‹ s g A g S , sos s
that s ‹ P is an embedding of S in S , and the sets P , s g S, form as s
 4base of S in the sense that for each A g S we have A s E P ‹ s g As
Ž  4. Žand, in fact, A s D P ‹ s g A . Trivially each P is a molecule in S i.e.,s s
. Ž .P / B and P : A j B, A, B g S « P : A or P : B , and S, S iss s s s
w xcalled simple if all of the molecules have this form. As noted in 6 , there is
a one-to-one correspondence between complemented simple textures and
fuzzy lattices. We will return to this correspondence later in this paper.
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 4 Ž xLooking at the above examples, we note that in turn, P s x , P s 0, r ,x r
w xand P s 0, t . The first two textures are simple, but the third is not, sincet
w . Ž xthe sets 0, t , t g 0, 1 , are also molecules.
w xAs in 8 we will also consider the sets Q g S , s g S, defined bys
 4Q s P ‹ s f P .Es t t
 4 Ž xReferring to the above examples, we have Q s X _ x , Q s 0, r s P ,x r r
w .and Q s 0, t respectively. The second example shows clearly that we cant
have s g Q , and indeed even Q s S. Also, in general, the sets Q dos s s
not have any clear relation with either the set theoretic complement
or the complementation on S . They are, however, closely connected with
w xthe notion of the core of the sets in S . We recall from 8 that for A g S
the core of A is the set
 4  4core A s A ‹ i g I ‹ A s A ‹ A g S , i g I .Ž .  4F D Ei i i
Ž . Ž .Clearly core A : A, and in general we can have core A f S . We will
Ž . =generally denote core A by A . The following facts will be used in the
w xsequel. The reader is referred to 8, Theorem 2.4 for details of the proof,
Ž .part of which depends heavily on the fact that S, S is completely
distributive.
Ž . =LEMMA 1.3. 1 s f A « A : Q « s f A for all s g S, A g S .s
Ž . =  42 A s s ‹ A › Q for all A g S .s
Ž . Ž .= =3 For A g S , i g I, we ha¤e E A s D A .i ig I i ig I i
Ž . =4 A is the smallest element of S containing A for all A g S .
Ž .5 For A, B g S , if A › B, then there exists s g S with A › Q ands
P › B.s
Ž .  46 A s F Q ‹ s f A for all A g S .s
ŽWe now recall the definition of a dichotomous topology or ditopology
. w xfor short on a texture first given in 3 .
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 1.4. t , k is called a ditopology on S, S if
Ž .1 t : S satisfies
a. S, B g t
b. G , G g t « G l G g t1 2 1 2
c. G g t , i g I « E G g t , andi ig I i
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Ž .2 k : L satisfies
a. S, B g k
b. F , F g k « F j F g k1 2 1 2
c. F g k , i g I « F F g k .i ig I i
The sets of t are called open and those of k are called closed. In general
there is no a priori relation between t and k , but if s is a complementa-
Ž . Ž .tion on S, S and t , k are connected by the relation k s s t , then we
Ž . Ž .call t , k a complemented ditopology on S, S , s .
w x Finally, let Z : S. Then the closure of Z is the set Z s F F g k ‹
4 x w  4Z : F , and the interior is Z s E G g t ‹ G : Z .
Ž Ž . .A complemented ditopology on X, P X , p is precisely a topology.
Ž .On the other hand, a not necessarily complemented ditopology on
Ž Ž ..X, P X can be associated with a bitopology on X. One of the topolo-
 4gies is t , and the other k 9 s X _ K ‹ K g k . Since S need not be closed
under set-theoretic complementation, this formal relation with bitopolo-
gies breaks down in the general case, but even so, many bitopological
concepts may be adapted to the ditopological setting by first expressing
them in a form involving the open sets from one topology and the closed
sets from the other. As a case in point, the following axioms, introduced in
w x5 , reflect Kopperman's subdivision of bitopological joint compactness into
w xcompactness and stability properties 17 .
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 1.5. Let t , k be a ditopology on the texture S, S . Then
Ž .t , k is called
Ž .i Compact if whenever S s E G , G g t , i g I, there is a fi-ig I i i
nite subset J of I with D G s S.jg J j
Ž .ii Co-compact if whenever F F s B, F g k , i g I, there is aig I i i
finite subset J of I with F F s B.jg J j
Ž .iii Stable if every K g k with K / S is compact, i.e., whenever
K : E G , G g t , i g I, there is a finite subset J of I with K :ig I i i
D G .jg J j
Ž .iv Co-stable if every G g t with G / B is co-compact, i.e., when-
ever F F : G, F g k , i g I, there is a finite subset J of I withig I i i
F F : G.jg J j
w xAs noted in 5 , for a complemented ditopological texture, compactness
and co-compactness coincide, as do stability and co-stability.
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2. DICOVERS AND PARACOMPACTNESS
w xThe notion of dicover was used in 5 in relation to a concept of
compactness for ditopological textures.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. A subset C of S = S is called a difamily on S, S .
Ž . 4 Ž .Let C s G , F ‹ a g A be a difamily on S, S . Then S is called aa a
Ž . Ždico¤er of S, S if for all partitions A , A of A including the trivial1 2
.partitions we have
F : G .F Ea a
agA agA1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now let t , k be a ditopology on S, S . Then a difamily C on S, S , t , k
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .is called co- open if dom C : t ran C : t , and co- closed if dom C
Ž Ž . .: k ran C : k .
Ž .For a difamily C we will normally write GCF in preference to G, F gC.
Ž . 4 Ž Ž ..If C s G , F ‹ a g A is an open and co-closed dicover on X, P X ,a a
Ž . 4then D s G , X _ F ‹ a g A is an open dual co¤er on X in the sensea a
w xof 1 . Dual covers have been studied extensively in the bitopological
w xliterature, under a variety of different guises. See, for example, 2, 13, 21 .
Our definitions relating to dicovers reflect this relation with dual covers,
but it should be noted that for textures in which infinite joins do not
necessarily coincide with unions, not all of the properties of dual covers
carry over. In particular, for each x g X we have a g A with x g G la
Ž .X _ F , that is, x g G and x f F . Furthermore, pairs in a dual covera a a
with an empty intersection may be removed without affecting its status as a
dual cover, and therefore it may be assumed without loss of generality that
all pairs in the cover meet. This corresponds to the condition G › F ,a a
a g A, but we now present an example to show that these properties are
not satisfied for dicovers in general. First we give the following result,
which is important in its own right.
Ž . Ž . =4LEMMA 2.2. Let S, S be a texture. Then P s P , Q ‹ s g S is as s
dico¤er of S.
Proof. Let S=, S= be a partition of S=. We must show that F = Q :1 2 sg S s1
Ž .= = =E P . Now F Q s F E P , and since both S, S andsg S s sg S s sg S sf P t2 1 1 t
Ž Ž ..S, P S are completely distributive, it is not difficult to show that it will
be sufficient to verify
P : P .F D Dt s
sfP= =tsgS sgS1 2
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Ž .Suppose this inclusion does not hold. Then by Lemma 1.3 5 we have r g S
with P › D = P and F = D P › Q . This last relation showsr sg S s sg S sf P t r2 1 t= Ž . =Q / S, whence r g S by Lemma 1.3 2 applied to A s S. Hence r g Sr 1
or r g S= . However, both possibilities lead to an immediate contradiction,2
and P is a dicover as claimed.
COROLLARY. Gi¤en A g S , A / B, there exists s g S= with P : A.s
Proof. Suppose that for some A g S we have P › A ;s g S=. Then,s
Ž . =by Lemma 1.3 1 , we have A : F Q : E P s B, whence A s B.sg S s sgB s
Ž .If we apply Lemma 2.2 to the texture of Examples 1.2 2 , we see that
ŽŽ x Ž x. Ž .4 Ž . 4P s 0, r , 0, r ‹ r g 0, 1 is a dicover G , F ‹ a g A for whicha a
G s F for all a g A, thus providing a counterexample to the propertiesa a
mentioned above.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.3. Let S, S be a texture, C and C 9 difamilies in S, S .
Then C is said to be a refinement of C 9, written C $ C 9, if given ACB we
have A9C 9B9 with A : A9 and B9 : B.
If C is a dicover and C $ C 9, then clearly C 9 is a dicover. On the other
hand, when we speak of a refinement of a dicover, we shall always mean a
dicover refinement unless stated otherwise. Given dicovers C and D, it is
easy to verify that
C n D s A l C , B j D ‹ ACB , C DD 4Ž .
is also a dicover. It is the meet of C and D with respect to the refinement
relation.
We now present some finiteness properties for difamilies.
Ž . 4DEFINITION 2.4. Let C s G , F ‹ i g I be a difamily faithfully in-i i
dexed over I. Then C is said to be
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..i Finite co-finite if dom C resp., ran C is finite.
Ž .ii Locally finite if for all s g S there exists K g k with P › Ks s s
 4so that the set i ‹ G › K is finite.i s
Ž .iii Locally co-finite if for all s g S with Q / S there exists H g ts s
 4with H › Q so that the set i ‹ H › F is finite.s s s i
Ž .  4iv Point finite if for each s g S the set i ‹ P : G is finite.s i
Ž .  4v Point co-finite if for each s g S with Q / S the set i ‹ F : Qs i s
is finite.
To fully appreciate the symmetry between the definitions of locally finite
and locally co-finite, note that there is an implied condition ``P / B'' ins
the definition of locally finite difamily, which remains implicit since it is
always satisfied, whereas, as we have seen, it is possible to have Q s S.s
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This point is further clarified by the following results. The proofs are
trivial and are omitted.
LEMMA 2.5. The following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . 4a C s G , F ‹ i g I is locally finite.i i
Ž .  4  4b There exists a family B s B ‹ j g J : S _ B with the propertyj
that for A g S with A / B, we ha¤e j g J with B : A, and for each j g Jj
 4there is K g k so that B › K and the set i ‹ G › K is finite.j j j i j
LEMMA 2.6. The following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . 4a C s G , F ‹ i g I is locally co-finite.i i
Ž .  4  4b There exists a family B s B ‹ j g J : S _ S with the propertyj
that for A g S with A / S we ha¤e j g J with A : B , and for each j g Jj
 4there is H g t so that H › B and the set i ‹ H › F is finite.j j j j i
We are now in a position to prove
Ž . 4THEOREM 2.7. The difamily C s G , F ‹ i g I is locally finite if fori i
each s g S with Q / S we ha¤e K g k with P › K , so that the sets s s s
 4i ‹ G › K is finite.i s
 4  =4Proof. Apply Lemma 2.5 to B s P ‹ Q / S s P ‹ s g S , whichs s s
 4 =satisfies A g S _ B « ’s g S with P : A by the corollary to Lem-s
ma 2.2.
Similar properties hold for point finiteness and point co-finiteness. The
details are left to the reader.
The next two theorems give results that will be needed later on.
Ž .THEOREM 2.8. Let C be a locally finite locally co-finite dico¤er and
Ž =.s g S resp., s g S . Then there exists ACB with s g A and s f B.
Ž . 4Proof. Let C s A , B ‹ i g I be locally finite and s g S. Choosei i
 4K g k with s f K and i g I ‹ A › K finite. Consider the partitioni
 4  4I s i g I ‹ s g A , I s i g I ‹ s f A of I. Then F B : E A .1 i 2 i ig I i ig I i1 2
The set on the right does not contain s, since all but finitely many of the
sets A , i g I , are contained in K. Hence s f F B , which givesi 2 ig I i1
i g I with s f B , as required.1 i
The proof of the second result is similar.
Ž . 4THEOREM 2.9. Let C s A , B ‹ i g I be a difamily.i i
Ž . Ž .a If C is locally finite, then dom C is closure preser¤ing.
Ž . Ž .b If C is locally co-finite, then ran C is interior preser¤ing.
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Ž . Ž .Proof. We prove a , leaving b to the reader. Take I9 : I. Trivially
w x w xE A : E A , so suppose the opposite inclusion does not hold.ig I9 i ig I9 i
Ž . w x w xBy Lemma 1.3 5 we have s g S with E A › Q and P › E A .ig I9 i s s ig I9 i
Since C is locally finite, we have K g k with P › K, so that i g I ‹ A ›s i
4  4K is finite. Let I s i g I9 ‹ A › K and I s I9 _ I . Then1 i 2 1
w xA s A j A : K j A g k ,E E D Di i i i
igI9 igI igI igI2 1 1
w x w x w xso E A : K j D A . However, from P › E A , I : I9,ig I9 i ig I i s ig I9 i 11 w xand P › K we may now deduce E A : Q , which is a contradiction.s ig I9 i s
Hence
w xA s A ,E Ei i
igI9 igI9
as required.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.10. A ditopological texture S, S , t , k is said to be
Ž .i Dico¤er paracompact if every open, co-closed dicover of S has
an open, co-closed locally finite refinement.
Ž .ii Dico¤er co-paracompact if every open, co-closed dicover of S
has an open, co-closed locally finite refinement.
Ž .iii Dico¤er biparacompact if it is both dicover paracompact and
dicover co-paracompact.
Ž .If S, S , t , k , s is a complemented ditopological structure and C s
Ž . 4 Ž .G , F ‹ a g A is an open, co-closed dicover, then so is s C sa a
Ž Ž . Ž .. 4s F , s G ‹ a g A , while s maps a family B satisfying the condi-a a
tions of Lemma 2.5 into one satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.6, and
conversely. Hence we have proved
THEOREM 2.11. In a complemented ditopological texture the notions of
dico¤er paracompactness, dico¤er co-paracompactness, and dico¤er bipara-
compactness coincide.
ŽDEFINITION 2.12. A ditopological texture is dico¤er compact dico¤er
. Ž .co-compact if every open, co-closed dicover has a finite resp., co-finite
subcover. A ditopological fuzzy structure that is both dicover compact and
dicover co-compact is dico¤er bicompact.
Clearly a ditopological texture is dicover compact if and only if every
element of k is compact, i.e., the space is compact and stable in the sense
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of Definition 1.5. Likewise, dicover co-compactness is equivalent to co-
compactness plus co-stability. The following result follows trivially from
the definitions:
Ž .THEOREM 2.13. A dico¤er compact co-compact, bicompact texture is
Ž .dico¤er paracompact resp., co-paracompact, biparacompact .
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 2.14. Consider the texture I, T, i of Examples 1.2 3 and let
w . 4  4 w x 4  4 Ž .t s 0, r ‹ 0 F r F 1 j I , k s 0, r ‹ 0 F r F 1 j B s i t . This
lower ditopological unit inter¤al is dicover bicompact, and hence dicover
biparacompact.
3. REGULARITY AND NORMALITY CONDITIONS
We begin this section by looking at regularity in relation to dicover
Ž . w xco- paracompactness. First we recall the following definition from 8 .
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.1. A ditopology t , k on the texture S, S is said to be
Ž .a R if G g t , G › Q , P › G « ’H g t with H › Q ,1 s t s
w xP › H .t
Ž .b Co-R if F g k , P › F, F › Q « ’K g k with P › K,1 s t s
x wK › Q .t
Ž . w xc Regular if G g t , G › Q « ’H g t with H › Q , H : G.s s
Ž . x wd Co-regular if F g k , P › F « ’K g k with P › K, F : K .s s
For each property P in this list, P and co-P are equivalent for a
complemented ditopology. It should also be noted that in establishing
w xregularity it is sufficient to find H g t satisfying s g K, H : G. Like-
wise, the requirement P › K in the definition of co-regularity may bes
w xweakened to K : Q . The reader is referred to 8 for details of the proof.s
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. i A R co-paracompact ditopological texture is regular.1
Ž .ii A co-R paracompact ditopological texture is co-regular.1
Ž . Ž .Proof. We prove i , leaving the essentially dual proof of ii to the
reader.
To prove regularity, take s g S and G g t with G › Q . By the Rs 1
w xaxiom, for all t g S with t f G, we have H g t with H › Q , t f H .t t s t
Ž . w xUsing Lemma 1.3 5 we may establish F H : G, whencet f G t
w xC s S, H ‹ t f G j G, B 4 4 Ž .Ž .t
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Ž . Ž . 4is an open, co-closed dicover of S, S . Let D s G , F ‹ a g A bea a
an open, co-closed locally co-finite refinement of C. Since G › Q im-s
 < 4plies Q / S, we have H g t with H › Q , so that the set a H › F iss s a
1  < 4 2  < 4finite. Let A s a H : F , A s a H › F and G › G , and A s1 a 1 a a 2
Ž 1 2 .A _ A j A . Since D is a dicover we have1 1
F j F : G : G.F F Ea a a
1 2 agAagA agA 21 1
Clearly s g H : F 1 F g k . For a g A2 we have G › G, whencea g A a 1 a1 w xsince D $ C , we have t g S with H : F . From H › Q we deducea t a t sa a
s g F 2 H : F 2 F g k . Since A2 is finite, M s H la g A t a g A a 11 a 1 w x2F H g t . Clearly s g M and M : G. By the note following Defi-a g A t1 a
Ž .nition 3.1, this shows that S , t , k is regular.
We now turn to normality.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.3. The ditopology t , k on S, S is called
Ž .1 Normal if given G g t and F g k with F : G there exists
w xH g t with F : H : H : G.
Ž .2 Dico¤er normal if given an open, co-closed difamily D and
Ž .4G g t , F g k so that D j G, F is a dicover, there exists H g t with
w x Ž .4H : G so that D j H, F is a dicover.
Ž .3 Dico¤er co-normal if given an open, co-closed difamily D and
Ž .4G g t , F g k so that D j G, F is a dicover, there exists K g k with
x w Ž .4F : K so that D j G, K is a dicover.
Ž .4 Dico¤er binormal if it is dicover normal and dicover co-normal.
Ž .Normality reduces to one expression for the usual normality axiom in
w xthe topological case and to the pairwise normality of J. C. Kelly 16 in the
bitopological case, and corresponds to the normality property usually
w xconsidered in fuzzy topology 19 . The dicover normality conditions are
Ž .generalizations of a stronger normality axiom binormality for bitopologi-
w x w xcal spaces discussed in 1 . However, the treatment in 1 is based on the
joint topology, a concept that has no clear counterpart in ditopological
textures, and the notion of dicover has been used here in its place. Let us
first note some elementary results concerning these concepts.
Ž .THEOREM 3.4. 1 A dico¤er normal ditopological texture is normal.
Ž .2 A dico¤er co-normal ditopological texture is normal.
Ž . Ž .3 The following are equi¤alent for a ditopological texture S , t , k
on S:
Ž .a. S , t , k is dico¤er binormal.
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b. Gi¤en an open, co-closed difamily D and G g t , F g k , so
Ž .4 w xthat D j G, F is a dico¤er, there exists H g t and with H : G and
x w Ž .4K g k with F : K , so that D j H, K is a dico¤er.
Ž .4 In a complemented ditopological texture the notions of dico¤er
normal, dico¤er co-normal, and dico¤er binormal coincide.
Ž . Ž .4Proof. 1 Take G g t and F g k with F : G. If we let D s S, F ,
Ž .4then it is trivial to verify that D j G, B is a dicover. Hence we have
w x Ž .4H g t with H : G, so that D j H, B is a dicover. But then F : H,
which proves normality.
Ž . Ž .2 Similar to 1 .
Ž .3 Straightforward.
Ž . Ž .4 Suppose that S , t , k , s is dicover normal. Let D be an open,
Ž .4co-closed difamily and G g t , F g k be such that D j G, F is a
Ž . Ž .dicover. Then s D is also an open, co-closed difamily, s D j
Ž Ž . Ž ..4 Ž . Ž .s F , s G is a dicover, s F g t and s G g k . Hence we have
w x Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..4H g t with H : s F , so that s D j H, s G is a dicover. Now
Ž . Ž .4letting K s s H , we deduce that D j G, K is a dicover, K g k and
x w Ž .F : K . Hence S , t , k , s is dicover co-normal. The converse is similar.
We may now state
Ž .THEOREM 3.5. 1 A regular, dico¤er paracompact ditopological texture
is dico¤er normal.
Ž .2 A co-regular, dico¤er co-paracompact ditopological texture is di-
co¤er co-normal.
Proof. Since these results are essentially dual to one another, we
Ž .content ourselves with proving 1 .
Ž . 4Let D s G , F ‹ a g A be an open, co-closed difamily and leta a
Ž .4G g t , F g k be such that C s D j G, F is a dicover. We wish to find
w x Ž .4H g t with H : G so that D j H, F is a dicover. Clearly we may
assume without loss of generality that D is not a dicover, for otherwise we
may simply take H s B.
w xFor s g S with G › Q we have H g t with H : G by regularity.s s s
Using a by now familiar argument, we may verify G s E H , whenceG› Q ss
Ž . 4 Ž .E s D j H , F ‹ G › Q is a dicover of S, S , which is clearly opens s
Ž . 4and co-closed. Let F s M , N ‹ b g B be an open, co-closed locallyb b
finite refinement of E , and define
B9 s b g B ‹ a g A « M › G or F › N . 4b a a b
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Note that B9 / B, for we are assuming D is not a dicover, whence F
 4cannot refine D. Define H s E M ‹ b g B9 g t . We wish to show Hb
w xhas the required properties. Suppose first that H › G and take s g S
w xwith P › G and H › Q . Since F is locally finite, we may choose K g ks s
 4  4with s f K so that b ‹ M › K is finite. Let b ‹ b g B9, M › K sb b
 4b , b , . . . , b , whence1 2 n
H : K j M j ??? j M .b b1 n
Since F $ E , for i s 1, 2, . . . , n we may choose s g S with G › Q ,i s i
M : H , and F : N . Henceb s bi i i
w xH : K j H j ??? j H .s s1 n
w xHowever, K : Q since s f K, and H : G : Q for each i sinces s siw xs f G, which gives the contradiction H : Q . This establishes thats
w xH : G.
Ž .4Finally, to show that D j H, F is a dicover it is sufficient, since we
Ž 4.know that D j G, F is a dicover, to prove that
F : H j GF Ea a
agA agA1 2
for all partitions A , A of A. Let B s b ‹ ’a g A with M : G and1 2 1 1 b a
4 Ž .F : N , B s B _ B j B9 . Since B l B9 s B, we see that B , B ,a b 2 1 1 1 2
and B9 form a partition of B. For b g B choose a g A with M : G1 b 1 b abX  4and F : N , and let A s a ‹ b g B . Likewise, recalling that F $ E ,a b 1 b 1b
we see that for b g B we may choose a g A in a similar way, and we2 b 2
X  4let A s a ‹ b g B . Then2 b 2
F : N : M s H j M : H j G ,F F E E Ea b b b a
X X
agA bgB bgB 9jB bgB agA1 1 2 2 2
whence
F : F : H j G : H j G ,F F E Ea a a a
X X
agA agA agA agA1 1 2 2
which is the required result.
Combining Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 gives us
Ž .THEOREM 3.6. 1 A regular dico¤er paracompact ditopological texture
is normal.
Ž .2 A co-regular dico¤er co-paracompact ditopological texture is
normal.
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Likewise, Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 give us
Ž .THEOREM 3.7. A R co-R dico¤er biparacompact ditopological texture1 1
Ž .is dico¤er normal resp., co-normal .
COROLLARY 1. A R and co-R dico¤er paracompact ditopological tex-1 1
ture is dico¤er binormal.
COROLLARY 2. A R or co-R dico¤er biparacompact ditopological tex-1 1
ture is normal.
4. A CONCEPT OF FULL NORMALITY
Ž .We begin by describing the notion of co- shrinkability for dicovers. As
in the case of classical topology, this will play an important role in our
treatment of full normality.
Ž . 4 Ž .DEFINITION 4.1. Let D s M , N ‹ a g A be a dicover of S, S ,a a
faithfully indexed over A.
Ž .1 D is called shrinkable if for each a g A we have G g t witha
w x Ž . 4 Ž .G : M so that E s G , N ‹ a g A is a dicover of S, S . In thisa a a a
case E is called a shrinking of D.
Ž .2 D is called co-shrinkable if for each a g A we have F g k witha
x w Ž . 4 Ž .N : F so that F s M , F ‹ a g A is a dicover of S, S . In this casea a a a
F is called a co-shrinking of D.
Ž .THEOREM 4.2. i E¤ery point finite open, co-closed dico¤er of a dico¤er
normal ditopological texture is shrinkable.
Ž .ii E¤ery point co-finite open, co-closed dico¤er of a dico¤er co-normal
ditopological texture is co-shrinkable.
Ž . Ž .Proof. We concentrate on i , leaving the proof of ii to the reader. Let
Ž . 4C s G , F ‹ a g A be a point finite open, co-closed dicover. Considera a
Ž . w Ž .x Ž .the set H of functions h: D h : A “ t , where h a : G ;a g D ha
and
C s G , F ‹ a g A _ D h j h a , F ‹ a g D h 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .h a a a
is a dicover.
Ž . Ž .a H / B. Indeed, take any m g A. Then letting D s G , F ‹a a
 44 Ž .4a g A _ m , we see that D j G , F is a dicover, G g t , andm m m
Ž .F g k , so since S , t , k is dicover normal, we have H g t satisfyingm
w x Ž .4 Ž .H : G and such that D j H, F is a dicover. If we define D h sm m
 4 Ž .m and h m s H, we see that h g H.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b If for h, k g H we define h F k m D h : D k and h a s
Ž . Ž . Ž .k a ;a g D h , then H, F is inductive. To see this, let H 9 : H be a
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .chain and define D h as the set D D h9 ‹ h9 g H 9 . For each a g D h
Ž . Ž .there exists h9 g H 9 with a g D h9 , and the value of h9 a is indepen-
dent of the particular h9 so chosen, since H 9 is a chain. Hence we may
Ž . Ž . Ž .define a function h: D h “ t by h a s h9 a . We prove that h g H,
w Ž .x Ž .whence h will be an upper bound of H 9 in H. That h a : G ;a g D ha
is trivial, so we prove that C is a dicover. Suppose not; then for someh
partition A , A of A we have1 2
F › h a j G .Ž .F E Ea a
agA Ž . Ž .agA lD h agA _D h1 2 2
Ž .By Lemma 1.3 5 we have s g S with
P › h a j G 1Ž . Ž .E Es a
Ž . Ž .agA lD h agA _D h2 2
F › Q . 2Ž .F a s
agA1
 4Since C is point finite the set a ‹ s g G is finite, and hence so, too, isa
 Ž . 4the subset a ‹ a g A l D h and s g G . This subset is nonempty, for2 a
Ž .otherwise we should have E G : Q , and noting that 1 im-a g A l DŽh. a s2
plies E G : Q , we could deduce F F : Q from the facta g A _ DŽh. a s a g A a s2 1
Ž .  4that C is a dicover, so contradicting 2 . Denote it by a , a , . . . , a , and1 2 n
Ž .for each i, 1 F i F n, choose h g H 9 with a g D h . If we let h9 denotei i i
 4the largest member of the set h , h , . . . , h with respect to the ordering1 2 n
 4 Ž . Ž .F on H, then a , a , . . . , a : D h9 : D h . Since C is a dicover, we1 2 n h9
have
F : h9 a j GŽ .F E Ea a
agA Ž . Ž .agA lD h9 agA _D h91 2 2
s h a j G j G .Ž .E E Ea a
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .agA lD h9 agA l D h _D h9 agA _D h2 2 2
Each of the three sets on the right is a subset of Q . Indeed this followss
Ž .immediately from 1 for the third set, and for the first set if we note that
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4 D h9 : D h . Finally, a f D h9 « a f a , a , . . . , a s a ‹ a g A1 2 n 2
Ž . 4 Ž Ž . Ž ..l D h and s g G , whence a g A l D h _ D h9 « s f G « Ga 2 a a
: Q , which proves the result for the second set. However, we now haves
Ž .F F : Q , which again contradicts 2 . Hence, C is a dicover, anda g A a s h1
Ž .h g H as required. Thus, H, F is inductive.
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By Zorn's lemma, H contains a maximal element h. We prove that
Ž . Ž .D h s A. Suppose this is not so and take m g A _ D h . For D s
Ž Ž . . Ž .4 Ž . Ž Ž .  4.4h a , F ‹ a g D h j G , F ‹ a g A _ D h j m , we see thata a a
Ž .4 Ž .D j G , F is a dicover, G g t , and F g k , so since t , k is dicovera a a a
w x Ž .4normal, we have H g t with H : G , so that D j H, F is am a
dicover. If we define h9 by
h a if a g D hŽ . Ž .
h9 a sŽ . ½ H if a s m ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4then clearly h9 g H and h - h9, since D h ; D h9 s D h j m , which
Ž .contradicts the maximality of h. Hence D h s A, and it follows that
E s h a , F ‹ a g A 4Ž .Ž .a
is a shrinking of C.
Now we define the notion of star and co-star of a set in S with respect
to a difamily.
Ž . 4DEFINITION 4.3. Let C s A , B ‹ i g I be a difamily, C g S . Theni i
the star of C with respect to C is the set
 4St C , C s A ‹ i g I , C › B g S ,Ž . E i i
while the co-star is the set
 4CSt C , C s B ‹ i g I , A › C g S .Ž . F i i
Ž .LEMMA 4.4. If C be a dico¤er and C g S , then C : St C , C and
Ž .CSt C , C : C.
Ž . 4  4Proof. Let C s A , B ‹ i g I , I s i g I ‹ C › B , and I s I _ I .i i 2 i 1 2
Then, since C is a dicover,
C : B : A s St C , C .Ž .F Ei i
igI igI1 2
The second result is proved likewise.
DEFINITION 4.5. Let C and D be dicovers.
Ž .a We say that C is a delta refinement of D, and write C $
Ž .D D, if
St C , P , CSt C , Q ‹ s g S= $ D.Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5s s
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Ž . Ž .b We say that C is a star refinement of D, and write C $ ) D, if
St C , A , CSt C , B ‹ ACB $ D. 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . =4EXAMPLE 4.6. Consider the dicover P s P , Q ‹ s g S . The readers s
Ž . Ž . =may easily verify that St P, P s P and CSt P, Q s Q for all s g S .s s s s
Ž . Ž .Hence P $ D P and P $ ) P.
Ž .LEMMA 4.7. Let C , D, and E be dico¤ers of S, S .
Ž . Ž .1 C $ ) D « C $ D.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If P $ C then C $ ) D « C $ D D.
Ž .3 If C has the property ACB « A › B then
Ž . Ž .i C $ D D « C $ D.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii C $ D D $ D E « C $ ) E.
Ž .Proof. 1 Immediate from Lemma 4.4.
Ž . =2 Given s g S there exists ACB with P : A and B : Q , whences s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .St C , P : St C , A and CSt C , B : CSt C , Q .s s
Ž .Ž . =3 i Given ACB we have s g S with A › Q and P › B, whences s
Ž . Ž .A : St C , P and CSt C , Q : B.s s
Ž .Ž . Ž .3 ii With A, B and s as in i we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .a St C , A : St D, P , ands
Ž . Ž . Ž .b CSt D, Q : CSt C , B .s
Ž . Ž .We prove a , leaving b to the reader. For A9CB9 with A › B9 choose
= Ž .t g S with A › Q and P › B9. Since C $ D D we have C DD witht t
Ž . Ž . Ž .St C , P : C and D : CSt C , Q . Since P › B9 we have A9 : St C , Pt t t t
Ž .: C, and from A › Q we obtain D : CSt C , Q : B. But now P › Bt t s
X Ž .implies P › D, whence A : C : St D, P , from which we may de-s s
Ž .duce a .
DEFINITION 4.8. A ditopological texture is called dico¤er fully normal if
every open, co-closed dicover has an open, co-closed star refinement.
We are now ready to present our main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 4.9. A R , co-R dico¤er biparacompact ditopological texture is1 1
dico¤er fully normal.
Ž .Proof. Let C be an open, co-closed dicover of S , t , k . We have a
Ž . 4locally co-finite open, co-closed dicover E s H , K ‹ b g B with D $b b
Ž . Ž .C , since S , t , k is co-paracompact. By Theorem 3.7, S , t , k is dicover
Ž .co-normal. Hence, since E is point co-finite, by Theorem 4.2 ii it is
x wco-shrinkable. Hence for each b g B we have Z g k with K : Z , sob b b
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Ž . 4that E* s H , Z ‹ b g B is a dicover. Using dicover paracompactnessb b
Ž . 4we have a locally finite open, co-closed dicover D s G , F ‹ a g Aa a
Ž .with D $ E*. Again by Theorem 3.7, S , t , k is dicover normal, so the
Ž .point finite dicover D is shrinkable by Theorem 4.2 i . Hence for each
w x Ž . 4a g A we have T g t with T : G , so that D* s T , F ‹ a g A isa a a a a
a dicover.
Take s g S=. Since D* is locally finite, by Theorem 2.8 we have a g A,s
so that s g T and s f F . Furthermore, D* $ D $ E* $ E $ C , so wea as s
have b g B and A CB , satisfyings s s
P : T : T : G : H : A ands a a a b ss s s s
B : K : Z : Z : F : Q .s b b b a ss s s s
For t g S= define
w x w x 4M s G ‹ P : G and N s T ‹ P › T . 4F Et a t a t a t a
Ž .  4a The set a ‹ P : G is finite since D is point finite. Thust a
M g t , and clearly P : M .t t t
Ž . Ž .b Since D is locally finite, so is D*. By Theorem 2.9, dom D* is
closure preserving, whence N g k . In addition we clearly have N : Q .t t t
Ž . Ž . Ž . =4By a and b , G s M , N ‹ t g S is an open, co-closed difamily, andt t
P $ G, whence by Lemma 2.2 it is a dicover. We show that
St G , P : A .Ž .s s
= w x w xTake t g S with P › N . Then P › T « P › T . But P : T :s t t a s a s a sw x w x Ž .T so P : T : G , which gives M : G : A . Hence St G, P sa t a a t a s ss s s s
 4E M ‹ P › N : A , as required.t s t s
Now for t g S= define
x w x wU s Z ‹ Z › Q and V s K ‹ K : Q . 4 4F Et b b t t b b t
Using the local co-finiteness of E , we deduce U g t and V g k . Definingt t
Ž . =4H s U , V ‹ t g S , we have P $ H, so H is an open, co-closed dicover,t t
and it is easy to verify that
B : CSt H , Q .Ž .s s
If now we let K s G n H, then K is an open, co-closed dicover and
K $ C. Repeating the argument above with K in place of C gives an
Ž .open, co-closed dicover R with R $ D K. Finally let N be a locally finite
open, co-closed refinement of R. For each s g S= we have C ND withs s
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Ž . =4s g C and s f D by Theorem 2.8. Let M s C , D ‹ s g S . Sinces s s s
P $ M we see M is an open, co-closed dicover, M satisfies C M D « C ›
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .D, and M $ D K $ D C. By Lemma 4.7 3 ii we have M $ ) C ,
Ž .whence S , t , k is dicover fully normal, as required.
In the case of a topology, i.e., a complemented ditopology on
Ž Ž . . ŽX, P X , p , the converse is also true Coincidence theorem of Stone
w x.22 , but it is not true in general, as the following examples show.
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLES 4.10. 1 Consider the texture space L, L , l of Examples
Ž . Ž .1.2 2 with the necessarily complemented discrete ditopology t s k s L ,
and define the open, co-closed difamily C by
xC s 0, r y e , 0, r ‹ 0 - r F 1, e ) 0 , 4ŽŽ Ž .
Ž xwhere for r y e F 0 we are setting 0, r y e s B. The reader may verify
Ž .that C is in fact a dicover of L, L . Moreover, C refines every dicover of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L, L and C $ ) C. In view of Lemma 4.7 1 it is immediate that t , k
Ž .is dicover fully normal. As for any discrete ditopology, t , k is R and1
Ž .co-R . Finally, that t , k is not dicover paracompact or dicover co-para-1
compact may be seen directly, or by noting that C is an open, co-closed
dicover, whose only open, co-closed refinement is itself, which does not
satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 2.8.
Ž .2 The lower ditopological unit interval of Example 2.13 is dicover
paracompact and trivially R and co-R , so by Theorem 4.9 it is dicover1 1
fully normal. Let us consider instead the lower ditopological real line, which
Ž x 4 Ž .is the texturing R of R defined by R s y‘, r ‹ r g R j y‘, r ‹ r g
4  4 ŽŽ x. Ž . ŽŽ .R j B, R , with the complementation r y‘, r s y‘, yr , r y‘, r
Ž x Ž . Ž .s y‘, yr , r B s R, r R s B, and complemented ditopology t s
Ž . 4  4 Ž x 4  4y‘, r ‹ r g R j B, R , k s y‘, r ‹ r g R j B, R . It is not diffi-
Ž .cult to see that t , k is again R and co-R , but not dicover paracompact1 1
or dicover co-paracompact. To see that it is dicover fully normal, let
Ž . 4C s G , F ‹ a g A be an open, co-closed dicover. Since join and uniona a
coincide, given r g R, we have a g A with r g G , r f F , so we maya a
Ž . Ž .choose d , 0 - d - 1, with y‘, r q 4d : G and F : y‘, r y 4d .r r r a a r
Ž .By Lemma 4.7 3ii it will be sufficient to show that
xD s y‘, r q d , y‘, r y d ‹ r g R $ D C . 4Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .r r
 Ž . Ž . 4However, if we let d s sup d ‹ P › y‘, s y d and y‘, s q d › Qs r s s s
 4s sup d ‹ s y d - r - s q d and choose t g R so that t y d - r - t qs s s t
d and d ) 2dr3, then it is easy to verify thatt t
St D , P : y‘, t q 4d and y‘, t y 4d : CSt D , Q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r t t r
which gives the required result.
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5. RELATIONS WITH FUZZY TOPOLOGY
As pointed out in the Introduction, textures may be used to represent
w xlattices of fuzzy sets of various kinds 5]7 . Indeed, if L is any fuzzy lattice,
i.e., a completely distributive lattice with order reversing involution 9, L
Ž . Ž .is the set of molecules join irreducible elements of L, and we set w a s
 4  Ž . 4m g L ‹ m F a , a g L, and L s w a ‹ a g L , then
w x Ž .THEOREM 5.1 6 . L, L is a simple texture space with complement
Ž Ž ... Ž .l w a s w a9 , a g L, and w : L “ L is a complete lattice isomorphism
that preser¤es complementation.
Con¤ersely, e¤ery complemented simple texture space may be obtained in
this way from a suitable fuzzy lattice.
Now let T be a topology on L, i.e., a subset of L containing the largest
and smallest element of L, and closed under finite meets and arbitrary
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..joins. Then w T is the set of open sets and w T 9 s l w T , where
 4T 9 s a9 ‹ a g T , the set of closed sets for a complemented ditopology on
Ž . Ž .L, L , l . Moreover, every complemented ditopology on L, L , l may be
w xobtained in this way 8 . This correspondence permits the notions consid-
ered here to be expressed quite easily in the language of topological fuzzy
lattices, and the details are left to the interested reader. Insofar as this
description involves the use of molecules in L, it falls naturally within the
w xscope of, for example, Wang's theory of topological molecular lattices 23 .
However, Wang and others working in this area elect to work almost
exclusively with the closed set structure, in contrast to our approach, which
involves both the open and closed sets. In fact, from a topological point of
view, our bitopologically based ditopological view often leads to concepts
quite closely related to those considered by mathematicians who favor a
w x``point free'' approach to topological fuzzy lattices. Indeed in 8 it is shown
that the regularity axioms of Definition 3.1, as well as the normality axiom,
w xcorrespond precisely to the corresponding point free concepts in 15 .
Moreover, the notion of dicover is point free, and many of the concepts
associated with it are also either intrinsically so, or can be given such a
characterization. See, for example, Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 in relation
to local finiteness and local co-finiteness. Thus, while we feel that the
concept of ``point'' is basic, and for this reason have placed the notion of
texture firmly in a point set framework, this convergence between pointed
and point free concepts, which parallels that for standard topology, is
nonetheless highly significant.
We end by considering very briefly the special case of L-fuzzy sets, which
w xinclude classical fuzzy sets as the special case L s I s 0, 1 . If X is a
nonempty set, then the molecules of the fuzzy lattice W s LX are just the
``fuzzy points'' x for x g X and m g L. These are in one-to-one corre-m
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spondence with the points of W s X = L, and w now takes the form
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž . Ž Ž ..w f s x, m ‹ m F f x , f g W. Setting W s w W and v w f s
Ž . Ž . Ž .w f 9 , f 9 x s f x 9, gives us the complemented texture space correspond-
X Ž .ing to L . In fact, W, W , v is the complemented product of the crisp set
Ž Ž . . Ž .structure X, P X , p of X and the complemented texture L, L , l
corresponding to L. For the definition of the complemented product of
w xtextures, and the proof of this result, the reader is referred to 6 . A fuzzy
w xtopology T on X in the sense of Chang 10 , i.e., a topology on W,
corresponds as before to a complemented ditopology, this time on
Ž . XW, W , v . The structure of W s L is quite special, and this is reflected
in the various forms of paracompactness discussed in the literature. As
expected, there is little relation between these notions and the general
concept of paracompactness considered in this paper, but we will present
w xtwo forms of fuzzy paracompactness, based on ideas presented in 9, 19 ,
which are implied by the dicover paracompactness of the corresponding
Ž .ditopology on W, W . For simplicity we restrict our attention to the case
L s I. Let T be a fuzzy topology on X. It will be natural for us to call a
X Ž Ž . . 4subset C of W s I locally finite if the difamily C s w f , B ‹ f g C is
Ž .locally finite in W, W . This leads to the following.
DEFINITION 5.2. C : W is locally finite for the fuzzy topology T if given
Ž .x g X and 0 - e F 1 there exists g g T with g x ) 1 y e , so that the
 4set f g C ‹ f g 1 y g is finite.
w xThis notion of local finiteness is weaker than that used in 9, 19 , which
Ž .requires the existence of g g T with g x s 1.
DEFINITION 5.3. Let T be a fuzzy topology on X.
Ž . Ž . Ž x1 X, T is a-paracompact if whenever B : T and a g 0, 1 satis-
fies E B G a , there exists a locally finite refinement C : T of B satisfying
EC G a .
Ž . Ž . Ž x2 X, T is a , e-paracompact if whenever B : T and a g 0, 1
satisfies E B G a , there exists for each e , 0 - e F 1, a locally finite
refinement C : T of B satisfying EC G a y e.
Here local finiteness is taken in the sense of Definition 5.2, and a
Ž .denotes the closure in X, T of the constant function on X with value a .
In the case of a stratified fuzzy topology T these functions are closed, and
then a may be replaced by a in Definition 5.3. We may now give
THEOREM 5.4. Let T be a fuzzy topology on X, and suppose that the
Ž . Ž .corresponding ditopology on W, W is dico¤er paracompact. Then X, T is
a-paracompact.
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Ž xProof. Take B : T and a g 0, 1 with E B G a . If we let
B s S, w a j w f , B ‹ f g B , 4  4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .then it is easy to verify that B is an open, co-closed dicover of W, W ,
whence it has a locally finite open, co-closed refinement C. Let
C s h g T ‹ w h g dom C and ’ f g B with w h : w f . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Since C is a dicover and refines B, it is easy to verify that E B G a .
Ž . Ž xMoreover, for x g X and 0 - e F 1 we have x, e g W s X = 0, 1 ,
Ž . Ž .  Ž .whence for some g g T we have x, e f w 1 y g , and h g C ‹ w h ›
Ž .4 Ž .  4w 1 y g finite. Hence g x ) 1 y e and h g C ‹ h g 1 y g is finite,
i.e., C is locally finite in the sense of Definition 5.2. Finally C is clearly an
Ž .open refinement of B, so X, T is a-paracompact.
Since every a-paracompact fuzzy topology on X is also clearly a ,
e-paracompact, we have the following
COROLLARY. Let T be a fuzzy topology on X, and suppose that the
Ž . Ž .corresponding ditopology on W, W is dico¤er paracompact. Then X, T is
a , e-paracompact.
Naturally, since the ditopology corresponding to a fuzzy topology is
complemented by Theorem 2.11, dicover paracompactness may be re-
placed by dicover co-paracompactness in the statement of Theorem 5.4
w xand its corollary. A trivial modification of the proof of 9, Theorem 4.1
may be made to show that a , e-paracompactness is actually a good
w xextension of paracompactness in the sense of Lowen 18 . The reader is
w xreferred to 8 for a discussion of goodness of extensions from a ditopologi-
cal perspective.
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